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Abstract
We examine emergent properties of 2D supramolec-
ular networks, using enumeration of configura-
tions formed by interacting dominoes on square
lattices as a simple model system. Possible ground
states are identified using a convex hull construc-
tion in the interaction parameters for nearest-
neighbour bonds. We demonstrate how this con-
struction can be used to design interaction pa-
rameters which lead to networks with specific
properties, including chirality and highly degener-
ate ground states. We then introduce kinetics as
simple local rearrangements. By partitioning the
configuration space into smaller sets which satisfy
different topological constraints, we can design
configurations which are kinetically trapped. By
considering heat capacity curves along directions
through the convex hull, we also demonstrate de-
sign of interacting domino configurations to create
tilings robust against temperature induced phase
transitions. We discuss extension of this design
construction to more complex molecular shapes.
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Introduction
2D supramolecular self-assembly is a powerful
tool for creating novel structures from the bot-
tom up.1,2 A range of systems can exhibit self-
assembly given the right conditions: monolayers
have been created at near-full packing density,3
directional halogen bonds allow pyrene deriva-
tives to form molecular networks on gold,4 and
ordered assemblies of millimetre size polymers at
the perfluorodecalin-water interface5 are also pos-
sible via self-assembly. The necessary conditions
for self-assembly of a given molecular network
will depend on several different factors, for ex-
ample the combination of both dynamics and hy-
drogen bonding is critical for an explanation of
the assembly of 1,4-substituted benzenediamine
nanostructures on gold substrate.6 Cyclohexa-m-
phenylene will form different molecular networks,
depending on whether it is adsorbed onto copper,
silver, or gold substrates.7 It has been shown that
changing the solvent, temperature, or molecular
unit of a supramolecular network can alter the ef-
fective intermolecular interaction strength, leading
to supramolecular networks with different struc-
ture, yet with molecular units of the same shape.8
Furthermore, it has been recently demonstrated
that large chiral domains can be formed from achi-
ral molecules.9 Since many self-assembled sys-
tems have been shown to acquire useful or unusual
properties, there is significant value in the rational
design of self-assembled molecular networks.
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A variety of techniques have been implemented
to create self-assembled structures, such as de-
position of molecules in ultra-high vacuum con-
ditions, use of scanning tunelling microscopy to
probe the structure, and the creation of regular
molecular patterns via annealing.4,10 Another av-
enue of self-assembly research is in DNA origami,
where 2D crystalline arrays of origami tiles have
been built,11 and complex nano-scale shapes have
been created out of self-assembled DNA strands.12
Design principles have an advantage over the
trial-and-error approach, for example it can be
predicted that 1,4,5,6-naphthalenetetracarboxylic
diimide-melamine adsorbed molecules will not as-
semble a honeycomb array because of the period-
icity of the underlying silver-silicon substrate.10
This kind of reasoning can be used to inform the
choice of new experiments.
Aside from space-filling tilings, several stud-
ies have explored rational design of shapes and
structures from site-specific interactions, or by
entropic self-ordering.13 This includes complex-
ity analysis of minimal sets of building blocks,14
the use of patchy particles to form quasicrys-
tals,15 and self-assembly of charged soft dumb-
ells.16 Self-assembly principles are also critical for
the production of many 3D structures, such as viral
capsids17 and supramolecular coordination com-
plexes.18 However, the design of specific interac-
tions to assemble more complicated structures, say
of lower symmetry, or with particular wallpaper
groups,19 remains a significant challenge.
When molecular tilings are fully-packed, lat-
tice models can be used effectively, since the
molecules become interlocked. In particular, the
statistical mechanics of dimer packings on the
square lattice has been extensively studied since
the work of Fisher20 and Kasteleyn,21,22 who gave
an exact expression for the partition function of the
purely entropic model (zero interaction energy) in
terms of Pfaffians and this work was expanded
by others.23,24 Subsequent studies have been pri-
marily entropic or with achiral nearest neighbour
aligning interactions.25,26
Theoretical tools can be used to describe the rel-
evant behaviour of self-asembled molecular sys-
tems. Molecular dynamics simulations are used
for realistic time evolution of self-assembly,27 par-
tition functions encode the thermodynamics of as-
sembled systems,28 and investigation of assem-
bly pathways provides new methods to gener-
ate ordered structures.29 Furthermore, mathemati-
cal principles offer critical understanding, such as
height functions to provide efficient computational
sampling,30 topological characterisation of the dy-
namic connectivity of states, and phase transition
analysis to describe the temperature-dependence
of system properties.31 However, prediction of ex-
perimental results remains a challenge. We pro-
pose a simple analogue model system for molecu-
lar networks and use it to find likely ordered con-
figurations, and conversely, to determine condi-
tions which would favour desired structures. An
important method is the characterisation of possi-
ble energy assignments via nearest-neighbour in-
teractions, which Istrail et al.32 have introduced
to identify rhombus motifs on a hexagonal lattice.
We use this method to show how to design for
the symmetry group of the molecular network, de-
generacy of ground state, robustness to entropic
transitions, as dependent on the form of nearest-
neighbour interactions, and in the presence of sim-
ple kinetics.
In this paper, we focus on the domino system,
putting emphasis on the design of ground states
with desired properties. Many of the methods gen-
eralise in a straightforward way for other poly-
omino shapes. Enumeration of configurations with
various symmetries gives design principles for the
wallpaper group of an ordered polyomino config-
uration, including the chirality of the polyomino
packing. Degeneracy of the ground state is like-
wise an important quantity, since in experimen-
tal applications, a unique ground state with known
properties is often preferred. Furthermore, we de-
scribe how to design for robustness of the ground
state, both in terms of local kinetic moves (for
dominoes), and for entropic phase transitions (for
polyominoes).
Methods
To represent high-density packings of molecules
adsorbed to a substrate, we use fully-packed poly-
omino configurations on a 2D square lattice. Fur-
thermore, we consider edge-specific intermolecu-
lar interactions (see, for example, Figure 1(a)) and
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describe the energy landscape in terms of the ge-
ometry of the state space. This identifies the lat-
tice configurations that can be designed as ground
states or as excited states. The nature of each
ground state can also be used to indicate its ro-
bustness to an entropically driven phase transition.
Our principle method is to create a complete con-
struction of configuration space, and to represent
it in a natural way.
The polyominoes interact through site specific
interactions with energies εAB between faces of
type A and B, so that the total energy of a par-
ticular configuration is determined by the number
of interactions nAB of each type. A system made
up of one kind of polyomino with Q different face
types has Q(Q+1)/2 different pairs of face types
and hence this many interaction parameters εAB.
Therefore, the general Hamiltonian for the system
is of the form
H =
Q
∑
A=1
Q
∑
B≥A
nABεAB (1)
However, for a fully-packed system, there are
packing constraints that reduce the effective di-
mension of the problem. There is only one type
of polyomino in the system, and each face of each
polyomino is in contact with a face of another
polyomino. This gives a set of Q linear equations
relating the number of “bonds” to number of faces,
which is in turn related to the number of plaquettes
(NM on an N ×M lattice) of the periodic lattice
containing that configuration
NM = nAA +
Q
∑
B=1
nAB (2)
We can use these equations for each face type
A, giving Q equations to eliminate Q interaction
counts. All of the same-face interactions nAA can
be eliminated to leave only Q(Q− 1)/2 indepen-
dent interaction parameters, after suitable redefi-
nition of the parameters εAB. Similarly, configura-
tions can be classified by a Q(Q−1)/2 component
vector of interaction counts.
For the specific case of dominoes, and allow-
ing for chiral interactions, there are 3 face types
and, therefore, 6 different possible pairs of faces,
but only 3 of the interaction counts are linearly in-
dependent, giving a 3D parameter space. We can
choose our 3 interaction counts to be nab,nac and
nbc as shown in Figure 1(a), thereby giving the
chiral-interaction domino Hamiltonian
H = nabεab +nacεac +nbcεbc. (3)
Individual configurations (indexed by i), can be
labelled by the values of these interaction counts
~ni and associated energy E i =~ni ·~ε . Each config-
uration therefore exists as a point in an abstract
space (~n-space), with directions being the counts
for each independent interaction. In general, there
will be many distinct domino configuations with
the same value of~n, meaning that they have equal
energy under any choice of ~ε . Using the Danc-
ing Links algorithm,33 we have exhaustively enu-
merated all possible fully packed configurations of
these dominoes on an N×M periodic square lat-
tice, up to N = M = 8.
In contrast to previous studies of tetromino flu-
ids,13,34 we are interested in the crystalline fully-
packed configurations. The system of fully-packed
dominoes has an equivalent representation as a
height model.35,36 In the height representation, ad-
jacent vertices of the underlying square lattice are
given integer values such that moving anticlock-
wise around an even plaquette will decrease the
height by 3 when crossing a domino, and increase
the height by 1 otherwise. This gives a unique
representation for each domino configuration as a
set of vertex heights, apart from a constant shift to
the heights at all vertices. For a periodic domino
configuration, the change in height has a mean
value along both vertical and horizontal directions,
which we will refer to as the height change per
plaquette (a 2D vector). Furthermore, the coarse-
grained properties of this height model can be used
to show that for one set of interaction parameters
on the infinite lattice,37 the system undergoes a
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless-type phase transi-
tion.
For each configuration, we employ a discrete
space algorithm to identify the wallpaper group of
a tiling. This is based on the work in Ref. 19, how-
ever our algorithm is optimised for configurations
which have an underlying lattice and is therefore
ideal for polyomino tilings. Polyomino tilings on
a square lattice cannot have hexagonal symmetry
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and, therefore, can be classified into one of 12 of
the full 17 wallpaper groups.
The translational symmetry must include that of
the original lattice, but may be larger. Any ad-
ditional symmetries correspond to a subgroup of
ZN × ZM and contain at least one subgroup of
prime order. If a prime p divides only one of N or
M, then there will be one subgroup with that order.
If p divides both N and M, there will be p+1 sub-
groups. Checking such subgroups for each prime
which divides NM is the necessary and sufficient
condition to check that there are no extra transla-
tional symmetries. This greatly increases the effi-
ciency of the algorithm over a naive implementa-
tion. We also check for rotations, glides, or mirror
symmetries. If we find there are no extra symme-
tries, the algorithm is finished, the wallpaper group
is p1. If there are symmetries in the configura-
tion, we first find the shortest two linearly inde-
pendent translation vectors of the periodic tiling.
This also tells us the lattice type of the pattern
(square, rectangular, rhombic or oblique), and the
size of the primitive cell. For each of the lattice
types, there are a number of compatible wallpaper
groups. This is identified by searching for the ap-
propriate discrete symmetries.
Results
Design of Crystalline Ground States
The energy landscape of domino packings can
be understood by visualising the set of all possi-
ble configurations in the ~n-space. In this space,
planes normal to the vector~ε are necessarily iso-
energetic. Extremal values of the scalar projec-
tion of~ni onto~ε correspond to configurations with
maximal or minimal energies. Hence configura-
tions that lie on the boundary of the convex hull
of points in this space represent packings that are
ground states for an appropriately chosen ~ε . The
domino configurations that can be made unique
energetic ground states are those corresponding
uniquely to a vector~n that is a vertex of the convex
hull, provided this vertex corresponds to a single
lattice configuration.
An illustrative example is the 4× 4 lattice on
which there are 13 possible configurations, some
pgg , (1,1) cmm , (2,0)
p4g , (0,0) pmm , (0,0)
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Figure 1: Configurations of dominoes on the 4×4
lattice. (a) Example domino collection, with faces
a-c labelled and coloured rectangles representing
interactions between domino faces. (b) Points cor-
responding to configurations in ~n-space, and the
boundary of the convex hull is shown as dark lines.
Vertex points are red, other boundary points are
black, and interior points are blue. The red ar-
row gives an example vector of interaction param-
eters, such that the top-right configuration is the
ground state. First excited states are given by the
two points which the dashed line passes through.
Also shown are the specific patterns for the vertex
configurations, along with their wallpaper group
and height change per plaquette.
of which are displayed in Figure 1(b). Of the full
set of configurations, there is one with 4-fold ro-
tational symmetry, 11 with 2-fold symmetry, and
one without rotational symmetry. On the 4×4 lat-
tice the packings are further restricted by the con-
dition nab = nac = NM2 − naa so that the allowed
configurations all lie in a 2D plane of the full con-
figuration space. The hull is a quadrilateral so that
there are four vertex ground states, depicted as red
points in Figure 1(b). The corresponding configu-
rations happen to be unique to their position in ~n-
space, and have wallpaper groups pmm, p4g, pgg,
and cmm (going anticlockwise from upper-right in
Figure 1(b)). These 4 configurations are therefore
the possible non-degenerate ground states. For ex-
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ample, using a vector of interaction parameters
~ε = (−1,−1,−1), the p4g configuration can be
designed as the ground state. This ground state has
4-fold rotation symmetry, primitive cell of area 8,
and is non-degenerate for this combination of in-
teraction parameters. However, if instead the inter-
action vector is~ε = (−1,−1,−2), the ground state
will be made up of 3 configurations, including the
p4g configuraion, which is now degenerate under
this choice of interaction parameters.
(8,8),8 (4,8,),12
(8,16),0 (4,12),8 (4,12),8 (8,8),8
Figure 2: Sequence of local rearrangements of
domino configurations on the 4× 4 lattice, start-
ing from the all-aligned configuration, and then
moving to low energy excitations. Arrows indicate
local rearrangements. Erel is the energy relative
to the all-aligned configuration, under the choice
εbc = εaa = −1 and all other components zero.
This is the same as the example system given in
Figure 1, and here we visually give an example of
an energy barrier for local rearrangement to a first
excited state. Also, there is no set of local rear-
rangements that connects the lower-left configura-
tion to the all-aligned configuration.
Kinetically Restricted Design
One can introduce kinetics into the model via lo-
cal moves, which in this case takes the form of
rotations of adjacent domino pairs (each of these
moves is called a flip). As viewed from the height
model representation, the height change per pla-
quette gives the criteria for domino configurations
to be connected via flips, as described in Ref. 38.
For the four previously mentioned vertex states,
the height change per plaquette is (respectively)
(0,0), (0,0), (1,1), and (2,0), as shown in Fig-
ure 1(b). To illustrate the concept of local moves,
the domino pattern in the top left can be reached by
the pattern in the top right by a sequence of flips.
This sequence of local rearrangements is guaran-
teed to exist, since the two configurations have the
same height change per plaquette of (0,0). The
orange arrow in Figure 1(b) is an example vector
for~ε , and in this case, the lowest value of E =~n ·~ε
corresponds to the configuration in the upper-right.
Taking the vector of interaction parameters ~ε to
have unit magnitude, the transition temperature to
the higher entropy macrostate is 3.205, in natu-
ral units. Furthermore, the two blue points on the
boundary of the convex hull shown in Figure 1(b)
(close to the upper-right) constitute the first ex-
cited states of the Hamiltonian. These points are
iso-energetic because they have equal scalar pro-
jection onto the example ~ε vector. Each of these
two points corresponds to two domino configura-
tions, but not all of these configurations can be
reached from the ground state by local rearrange-
ments.35 Consequently, using only local moves,
some configurations are completely inaccessible
from the ground state, while others can only be
reached by going through higher-energy configu-
rations, as seen in Figure 2.
For a domino configuration on a rectangular cell
with periodic boundaries, not all configurations
are connected by flips, which naturally gives a par-
tition of configurations into sets of dynamically
connected configurations. Given two dynamically
connected configurations, there are generally sev-
eral possible ways to make sequences of flips to
transform from one configuration to the other. The
transformation between them has an effective en-
ergy barrier as great as the lowest energy sequence
of local rearrangements between them.
In addition to energetic design, it is possible to
design ground state configurations that are kineti-
cally isolated, meaning they cannot be converted
into any other configuration via local moves, as
they occupy a partition of size 1. For example,
choosing~ε = (−1,−1,1), we get the Herringbone
pattern as unique ground state, which is shown in
the lower-left of Figure 1(b). For a system that al-
lows only local rearrangements, this state will be
topologically protected, and the system will not
be able to explore the phase space of configura-
tions. More generally, a given configuration will
only be connected to some subset of the other
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configurations via local moves.38 With the excep-
tion of the extremal case, each connected compo-
nent is exactly the set of configurations with the
same height change per plaquette. This separates
configurations according to kinetic accessibility,
as can be seen in Figure 3(b), where each con-
nected component is depicted separately, for the
8×8 lattice. If only local rearrangements are pos-
sible after adsorption, then the system is trapped in
the connected component of the initial configura-
tion, thereby giving the system a new set of possi-
ble effective ground states (shown in Figure 3(b)),
which are not necessarily the true thermal ground
state. This is a consequence of the fully-packed
behaviour, which causes local moves to be non-
ergodic in the full space of configurations.
Chiral versus Achiral Configurations
Configurations on the 4× 4 lattice are all achi-
ral, in the sense that it is not possible to favour
one configuration over its mirror image energeti-
cally. This a consequence of the additional condi-
tion nab = nac = NM2 −naa on the number of inter-
actions of each type. This is lifted for any larger
square lattice and the set of possible configurations
defines a 3D region in the~n-space.
The convex hull for N = M = 8, is shown in
Figure 3(a), which has 1,224,518 configurations,
divided into 1,551 different position vectors in ~n-
space. Packings that also arise on the smaller 4×4
lattice lie in the plane nab = nac, a plane of mir-
ror symmetry for all configurations. In comparison
to the 4× 4 lattice, the majority of configurations
on the 8× 8 lattice lie strictly within the bound-
ary of the convex hull of points in ~n-space. There
are 12,237 boundary configurations, meaning that
about 1% of configurations of the 8×8 lattice can
be designed as ground state; of these configura-
tions, only 4 achiral and 2 chiral pairs can be de-
signed for as unique lowest energy states, (this is
a strong limitation to the possible choices for the
design of unique ground states).
Since we have an enumeration of states, we
can design for desired properties by choosing the
ground state which has the favoured properties.
For example, on the 8× 8 lattice, the vertex state
~n = (32,32,32) corresponds to exactly one config-
uration, which has 4-fold rotational symmetry. It is
possible to design for 4-fold symmetry by choos-
ing an appropriate combination of interaction en-
ergies to make this configuration the unique en-
ergetic ground state. One such choice would be
~ε = (−1,−1,−1), but generally, ~ε can be cho-
sen as any solution to the set of linear inequalities
which define the energy of the ground state to be
lower than the energies of all other states. Con-
versely, one could design for a ground state with
no rotational symmetry by finding a vertex state
which corresponds to only configurations without
rotational symmetry. For the 8× 8 lattice, there
are only two such vertex states: ~n = (34,20,24)
and its chiral twin~n = (20,34,24). The permitted
periodicity of the configuration is important to this
problem. For the 4× 4 lattice, all ground states
have some rotational symmetry, therefore it is not
possible to design for a ground state without rota-
tional symmetry in that case.
The degree of handedness39 of a domino pack-
ing can be given a qualitative value, using the dis-
tance from the achiral plane, defined as |nab −
nac|/
√
2. To design an extremally chiral config-
uration, the vector of interaction energies should
have the direction orthogonal to this plane, ~ε =
(−1,1,0), so that the system will show a strong
preference for one type of chiral interaction com-
pared to the other.
This is not the only possible choice for the vec-
tor of interaction energies that gives rise to a chi-
ral ground state. For the 8× 8 lattice, 13.8% of
the interaction parameter space corresponds to chi-
ral ground states. However, to design for a non-
degenerate chiral ground state, only 3.7% of pa-
rameter space is available. This would require
a greater control of the interaction parameters,
which may be more challenging experimentally.
To design for a very high degeneracy ground
state, which is not simply the highest entropy
macrostate, it is also necessary to have precise
control of the interaction parameters. A striking
feature of the boundary of the convex hull for
N = M = 8 are the faces with many distinct states,
corresponding to ground states with high degen-
eracy for energy vectors~ε perpendicular to either
of these faces. There are two such faces, distin-
guished by their chirality. The equation for the
normal of one of these faces is NM = nab + nbc,
meaning that the direction of the vector of interac-
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(a) (b)
(4,4) (8,4) (4,8)
(0,0) (4,0) (8,0) (12,0)
Figure 3: (a) Points correspond to the configurations in~n-space which exist on the boundary of the convex
hull of the set of configurations which can be made by dominoes on an 8×8 lattice. The vertex points on
the achiral plane are the same as for the N = M = 4 case. Away from the achiral plane, the convex hull has
12 vertices corresponding to 24 configurations - 6 p1 and 18 p2. Configurations not on the achiral plane
have cyclic (chiral) point groups. The line nab = nac,nbc = 0 consists of the configurations with maximal
L1 norm of height change per plaquette, and the line nab = nac = 0 contains the configurations which have
only dominoes of one orientation. Also, the log of density of states is visualised as a heat map, with dark
colours signifying high density. (b) The 7 non-trivial and inequivalent connected components of the 8×8
lattice are shown in ~n-space, with vertex points in red and other boundary points in black. A shadow is
given to show the convex hull of the set of all domino configurations on the 8×8 lattice. Alongside each
of the 7 connected components is given the height change per plaquette.
tion parameters has zero freedom, it must be cho-
sen precisely. Also, it is possible to traverse the~n-
space of this face by local rearrangements, mean-
ing that this ground state is highly degenerate, even
when considering kinetic constraints. However, it
is not possible to reach all configurations which lie
on this face, since there are some points that cor-
respond to both locally accessible and inaccessible
configurations.
Robustness Against Temperature-
Induced Phase Transitions
We now turn our attention to the selection of in-
teractions that encode particular phase transitions.
The set of parameters~ε define a density of states in
energy as the number of configurations associated
to points~n, in planes orthogonal to the energy vec-
tor, which typically increases away from the ex-
tremal boundary configurations toward the centre
of the convex hull (Figure 4(a) and (c)), leading
to temperature induced phase transitions. A peak
in heat capacity indicates the temperature at which
this transition takes place. In fact, in the particular
case of εbc =−1 and all other components zero, if
the periodicity constraint is removed, it is already
established that a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
phase transition occurs.37
In the general case, one can map heat capacity as
a function of the magnitude and direction of the~ε
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: The set of configurations considered
here are the domino configurations which fit into
an 8-by-8 lattice. For (a) and (b) we confine~ε to
the achiral plane, and for (c) and (d) we set εbc = 0.
Shown in (a) and (c) is the degeneracy of configu-
rations, the colour scale goes from low (blue) to
high (red), representing the logarithm of degen-
eracy. (b) and (d) give a heat capacity contour
map, against energy interaction strengths, where
the variation of energy with temperature is taken
in the radial direction from the origin.
vector. In Figure 4(b), heat capacity is shown as a
function of the~ε vector, where we have taken the
chiral interaction energy εab− εac to be zero. The
four outer regions of Figure 4(b) correspond to the
four vertex configurations, given by the vertices
in Figure 4(a), which visualises the projection of
the density of states onto the achiral plane. Impor-
tantly, the peak of the curve (as seen going radially
outward) in Figure 4(b) gives an indication of the
transition from ground state to the higher entropy
macrostate.
We can design a ground state of high degeneracy
by choosing interactions to be ~ε = (−1,−1,−2),
thereby selecting the edge nbc = NM − (nab +
nac)/2 as ground state, which has high degener-
acy, as can be seen in Figure 4(a), since the points
on the upper-left boundary have fairly high de-
generacy. As shown in Figure 4(b), this choice
corresponds to a relatively small heat capacity
peak, which is between the parallel peaks in the
lower-right quadrant. The transition away from the
ground state occurs (for the~ε given above, and nat-
ural units) at temperature 1.51104. This transition
temperature is unusually high due to the high de-
generacy of the ground state.
A further example is a transition that breaks chi-
rality, as shown in Figure 4(d) for the subspace
εbc = 0. The upper-left and lower-right regions
in Figure 4(d) are the left and right handed chiral
ground states. The two other predominant regions
of the phase diagram are the upper-right region,
corresponding to all configurations of full orienta-
tional order, and the lower-left region, which cor-
responds to the collection of configurations with
zero dominoes end-to-end. These regions indicate
ground states which could be realised over a range
of experimental parameter values.
The heat capacity peak in the chiral direction
~ε = (−1,1,0) is less sharp than a generic direc-
tion, due to there being several chiral states of
similar energy, thereby giving a smoother tran-
sition between the (chiral) ground state and dis-
ordered state. The ground state established by
~ε = (−1,1,0) consists of 7 chiral configurations,
and the transition away from this ground state oc-
curs at temperature 0.787068 (in natural units).
Figure 5: The convex hull boundary of the set of
linear trimers that can be made on a 9× 9 lattice,
plotted in~n-space for non-chiral interactions. Red
points show vertices and black points are bound-
ary points of the convex hull. The colours purple,
green and brown have been used to indicate points
on 3 different faces of the convex hull.
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Keeping the above examples in mind, some
general rules become apparent for the design
of ground states that are robust to temperature-
induced phase transitions. When the vector of
interaction parameters has greater magnitude, the
interactions are overall stronger, which raises
the transition temperature to the high-entropy
macrostate. Also important is the direction of the
vector of interaction parameters, since this will
determine the smoothness of the transition from
the ground state to the high-entropy macrostate,
as well as influencing the temperature at which
this transition occurs. Robustness against transi-
tion to the high-entropy macrostate is also strongly
affected by the kinetic restrictions we mentioned
previously. Due to these kinetic restrictions, the
ground state configurations with greater height
change per plaquette are able to access a smaller
set of excited states via local rearrangements. In
particular, for configurations with extremal height
change per plaquette, there is no possibility for re-
arrangement via domino pair flips.
Polyominoes
Many of the methods and techniques used here
will translate directly to other kinds of polyomino,
for example longer rectangular polyominoes25 or
T-tetrominoes.30 For general polyomino shapes a
convex hull construction can be used to identify
possible ground states. As a brief illustration we
show in Figure 5 the convex hull for non-chiral lin-
ear trimers. Packing constraints have been used to
reduce the effective dimension of the problem and
properties of the configurations have been com-
puted, such as the wallpaper groups, using direct
generalisations of methods from the domino sys-
tem. Similar to domino configurations, we find
that for linear trimers, there are possible ground
states with especially high degeneracy. These
states correspond to highly populated faces of the
convex hull in~n-space and, again, it is possible to
find local move sets which traverse the faces.
Specifically, for linear trimers on the 9× 9 lat-
tice, three highly degenerate faces of the convex
hull meet at one vertex state. The three faces are
shown by differently coloured individual states on
each face, in Figure 5. All three faces are close
to being parallel, such that only 1.28% of inter-
action parameter space lies in the region between
the three highly degenerate states. This means
that each of these faces can be realised as lowest
energy state under similar interaction parameters,
resulting in sensitive dependence on the form of
the nearest-neighbour interactions. Each of these
strongly degenerate ground states have high transi-
tion temperatures to the high-entropy macrostate,
analogous to the domino system. For example,
the vector of interaction parameters ~ε = (0,0,1)
corresponds to a highly degenerate ground state
with a transition temperature at 1.50625, whereas
the choice ~ε = (0,−1,0) corresponds to a low
degeneracy ground state of transition temperature
0.73366.
In the case of linear trimers, there is also a con-
cept of a height function.40 However, the question
of connectivity of configurations via local moves
is not as straightforward as for dominoes.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have shown how properties of periodic 2D
supramolecular networks can be selected in terms
of nearest-neighbour interactions between individ-
ual molecules. We describe details of the relation-
ships between the properties of the molecular net-
work that forms and the parameters that brought
it about. Furthermore, we demonstrate how these
relationships can be used as design principles for
informing the conditions needed to create a given
desired property. A range of properties have been
described in terms of design, such as: degener-
acy and symmetry of ground state, chirality, ki-
netic trapping, and entropic robustness. These
properties depend strongly on the type of nearest-
neighbour interactions, motivating visualisation of
the set of configurations in ~n-space as a design
tool. In particular, we have found the possibility
for high-degneracy and kinetically trapped ground
states. Many experiments have previously demon-
strated ordered domains at very high packing frac-
tion,4,7–10 and our results indicate new directions
in which to take these kinds of experiment.
There are many directions for future work. We
have only demonstrated fully-packed configura-
tions, for which there already exists a significant
literature on the corresponding lower-density sys-
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tems. The calculation of a convex hull to deter-
mine ground states becomes much more difficult
in higher dimensions, which restricts the number
of different interaction types we can meaningfully
consider simultaneously. An approach based on
sampling of periodic configurations, rather than
enumeration, could bring greater insight. For an
algorithm performing depth-first enumeration, it
is possible to modify the algorithm to perform
Markovian dynamics on the partially completed
configuration space, such that completed configu-
rations are sampled with equal probability. This
would make it possible to investigate configura-
tions of larger periodicity.
The principles and methods described here will
hopefully provide inspiration for the design of
self-assembling monolayers. In this paper, we
have kept primarily to domino configurations, but
the methods presented are general for systems of
any other type of polyomino. However, only some
polyominoes have a currently known height func-
tion.30,40,41 For those that do have a height func-
tion, this does not always give a sufficient con-
dition for configurations to be connected by lo-
cal moves. Nonetheless, it may be possible to
use those height functions to look for necessary
conditions for connectivity by local moves. An-
other complication related to general polyomi-
noes, is that the~n-space of other polyominoes can
be higher than 3D, making the convex hull more
difficult to visualise. In terms of design, we would
like to stress that it is the convex hull of configura-
tions in~n-space, which gives the relevant informa-
tion on the possible ground states of the system,
under very general nearest-neighbour interactions.
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